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ABSTRACT

We developed the technique of the functional integral method without slave bosons
for the Periodic Anderson Model (PAM) suggested by Sarker for treating the Hubbard
Model. This technique allowed us to obtain an analytical expression of Green functions
containing (/-dependence that is omitted in the formalism with slave bosons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of heavy fermion systems still remains a considerable challenge to the-
oretical condensed matter physics. The compounds which demonstrate the enhanced
electron masses associated with these systems are all characterized by the coexistence of
very strong local /-level correlations with itinerant or band behaviour. These systems are
highly correlated, almost localised Fermi systems and are usually described by the An-
derson model. The strongly correlated (large U) limit of the Anderson model, however,
is extremely difficult to analyse, particularly for extended systems.

To treat the Anderson model, so far a functional integral formalism with slave bosons
has been used [1,2 and references hereby]. In all these works, a U = oo limit is assumed
and the constraint has been introduced to provide this assumption.

It is the purpose of this paper to develop the new functional integral formalism without
slave bosons suggested by Sarker [3], for the Periodic Anderson model. In this formalism
the strongly correlated Fermi system is mapped exactly (for all U) to the new interacting
Fermi system and the local term Ho is treated accurately. Applying this method to the
Hubbard model, Sarker showed that the ground state energy is lower than the Kotliar
and Ruckenstein result with the slave boson technique [4]. We have developed this tech-
nique to calculate second order contributions to the Mott transition [5] and to consider
the problem of existence of superconductivity [6] and we have reobtained the Bogoliubov
and Moskalenko results [7] in a very simple fashion.

The application of this method to PAM is more or less straightforward. The role of
small parameter now is the hybridization V (instead of hopping t) between conduction
and / electrons. This formalism allowed us to investigate the {/-dependence of physical
values that is omitted in the theories with slave bosons. To our knowledge it is the first
result of this kind.

II. PAM AND PARTITION FUNCTION

The Periodic Anderson model is written in the following form

H = //o
c + Hi + Hhyb, (1)

where

= Y,ekctcka, (2)

Hamiltonian of conduction electrons;

(3)



Hamiltonian of localised f electrons; and

{r)fa{r) + h.c). (4)

Hhyb describes the hybridization between c and / electrons.
In (2) Cka{clo) is the annihilation (creation) conduction-Block operator, while Cr^c^) is
that of Wannier state; friT(f^a) is the annihilation (creation) operator which corresponds
to a strongly localised /-orbital, U is the Coulomb repulsion of /-electrons on the one-site
with opposite directions of spins and in our theory we consider U is finite, V is small and
supposed to be constant.

The partition of our problem

± (5)}1 fi=

expressed by the functional integral method [8] (FIM) has the form

Z = I Dc*DcDf*DfexP[- jf^rL(r)], (6)

where, following to the FIM the fermion operators are replaced by Grassmann variables:

<v(r) - • <v(r , r) , 4(r) -* c*g(r,T), cK<J -> cki<7{T),

<=&-><*», /.(r)-»A(r,r), ft{r) - / > , r)

and

L(r) = Lc
0(r) + Lf

0(T) + Lc
1

f(T),

where

+ ek)c9(k,r) (7)

It is easily seen that, if there is no hybridization (V = 0), the partition function Z can
be written as the product of Z% and ZQ

Z0{V = 0) = I Dc*Dcexp[- J^ drLc
Q{r)) j DfDfexp{- jf drLf

0{r)) = Z^.Zl, (8)

where



In (9) Zo (r, a) is the single-site partition function of the / - subsystem in the absence of
hybridization.

We rewrite Z of our problem (eq.(6)) in the following form

Z = fDc'Dcexp[- f"drL$(T)].n IDf*Df.
J JO r a J

•exp{- f\i;[r,r){dT - E0)fo(r,r) + %- ^ / ^ r ) / ^ ) / ^ , r)/_(r, r)]rfr}.

. exp{-V Ac;(r, r)/ff(r, r) + /;(r, r)cff(r, r)]rfr}
Jo

= f Dc*Dcexp{~ f drLl(T)}.\[zUr,a)(es^^)ZJ (10)

where (e5'l!'6(r''r')z/(].(Tj refers to single-site average over the states of /-system only. In
the case of limit U there are 4 physical states for localised / level:|0 >, | f>, | | > and
\n>.

In the spirit of Sarker procedure we write in the following form

Z = (l[z£(r,*)) f Dc*Dcexp[Y;Sr(c\c) -"£ f0 dr(c:(k,T)(dr + e^c^r))} (11)

where
oo y2n .p

Sr(c', C) = In ( £ — ^2 / <*r1<fT2...dT2n < h-fnfn+vtin >O C*...<Cn+1...C2n) (12)
n=0 n-n- {„} J0

In (12) we have used the same notations as in [3]:/; for fa{r,Ti) and c\ for ca(r,r{) etc...

To the first order of V2 we have the expression for partition function Zl:

Z1 = (Z£)N jDc'Dcexp[J2^ ~ ̂  - V2GU^)K{Ku)C(J{k,u)\ (13)

where G^fu?) = — < fa{uj)f+(u)) >0 is the unperturbed single particle one-site Green
function of / particle that is easily calculated:

q = (Z/)-1(l+^). (13a)

To this order, by integrating over c— variables Zx can be easily calculated

Zl = (Zo7)^ I I {V2GL(o>) + cfc - i«) (14)

In the absence of hybridization V — 0, we come back to the formula (8).
From (14) we can calculate free energy of the system:

Fl = -^TlnZ1 = ~\nZi -Wln(V2Gl(u) + ek - iu). (15)
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III. CALCULATION OF GREEN FUNCTION OF F-ELECTRONS GJ

The unperturbed /—electron Green function GQ is given in (13a). To calculate the
perturbed Green function

G* = - < / / • >

by FIM we have to introduce the source of the form fe*/ff -f f*^ into (7). Up to V2 order
the generating function has the form

z( , = IIJ dcldc, exp [{iv - ck - V'GJy^ - GJVc*bv - GJVb'c - GJVbM
" nfdc'dcexpKiu-et-ViGltec,}

(16)
Note that the factor {ZQ)N is eliminated. By integrating (15) over c—variables and by

using the definition Gf = „, '
dbdb* = b* = o

we arrived at the equation

G{ = ^-^, (17)

where Gc
a = unperturbed conduction electron Green function and the index 1 is

iu - ek

for the first order on V2.

In the same way we can calculate perturbed conduction electron Green function

G\ = r (18)
1 i V > G L K }

From (17) it is easily seen that, when V = 0 (no hybridization) G\ takes the form

G> = Jp^ (19)
where iw = iu) — EQ, and we come back to the two peaks picture of / system as in the
Hubbard model without hopping: one is at u> = EQ, the other is at u = Eo + U.
When hybridization is turned on, the two peaks are broadened to form two bands.

In the limit of large U, G{ takes the form

G l ~ (iu - Eo)^ - ek) -

This Green function has two poles at

^ (21)

(22)

We should note that in this limit our results for w12 are correspondent to 25+,_ of the
[9] with no hopping, but instead of V we have Vy/q, where q depends explicitly on
temperature.
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